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INSTALLATION GUIDE

Consider the field of view required, and avoid (if you can) pointing the CCTV cameras at
direct sources of light (bright doorways, windows, lighting, etc.) as this may affect the image
quality. Conversely, you should ensure there is sufficient lighting available, however since
our cameras have IR technology you don’t have to worry about night mode.

For each camera location, run one of the pre-terminated cables supplied, between the camera
location and the location of the control equipment (DVR). Ensure the male power plug is at
the camera side and the power socket is at the control equipment side. Connect each cameras
video out socket to a video input socket on the DVR via the BLACK BNC (push & twist) or
Balun lead on the cable supplied (at each end).
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Connect each of the CCTV camera’s power input to the power supply way splitter lead on the
power supply via the same cable as above or connect to the power adapter. Please note that
both the DVR and the cameras need power you may connect them in the same power supply
as shown on the example or you may power them in separate power supply.

Connect the DVR to the power supply input Dc on the DVR; once this is done you can
connect the DVR, monitor & camera power Dc to the mains meaning all must be powered on
using power supply or adapters.

Using either a BNC-BNC lead or a VGA lead or HMI. Connect camera video out or balun to
the DVR make sure the camera is powered on. If you have any question don’t hesitate to
contact us at +603 8941 8899 or through our website.

Continue to program the DVR as per the instruction manual. PLEASE NOTE (the manual
may ask you to install the hard drive, you can follow the manual or contact us if any question
or request us to install the hard Disk before delivering or taking from our shop).

Instructions on the DVR will be available on the CD provided, as well as the booklet.
Please note: Your recorder/cameras may not be exact to the picture but the installation guide
is applied to all Analog and Digital Cameras.

